
Anleitung: Österliche Anhänger aus Pappmaché
Instructions No. 1123
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 25 Minutes

You can not decorate and adorn only your Christmas tree. Even during the Easter period, cute decorations on branches and bushes are an absolute must. Little
rabbits, chickens or Easter eggs are the most popular motifs. A quick and creative guide for Easter pendants can be found here 

And it's that easy:

The rabbits, flower and eggs made of papier-mâché are primed with brown Acrylic paint Pretty colour accents can be set with another light shade. The papier-
mâché bunnies shown were painted with paint at Ivory . Afterwards the used brown tone was lightened with the ivory color to emphasize further details in the
ears and on the head 

For the decorations a Decorative ribbons can be tied to a bow and glued with some hot glue. Very cute is also a scattered flower on the head of the bunny
pendant 

The papier-mâché eggs, the flower and the rabbit figure are also decorated with white Lace ribbon and a strip of the decorative ribbon. Any excess Ribbon is
finely corrected with scissors. Use a hot glue gun for sticking 

With a fine brush you paint brown contours on egg and flower and stick on the small scattered flowers with glitter stone as a highlight. The homemade Easter
pendants are ready 

Which branches do you use for an Easter bouquet?
Decoratively the pendants are set in scene best on a traditional branch in the Easter time. A nice decoration idea is a large vase of forsythia. Forsythia blooms
in lush Yellow and has its special charm in the Easter season.

Article number Article name Qty
417914 VBS Lace ribbon "Wide" 1

Article information:



560085-60 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlBrown 1
560085-67 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlIvory 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
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